
The analysis echos that of 2004 Democratic Presidential
pre-candidate Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr., who has pointed to
rogue elements with access to U.S. security and intelligence
capabilities as likely culprits. Like LaRouche, the analysis is
careful not to prematurely name names of potential conspira-
tors, but points to the direction in which one should begin in-Israeli-Palestinian
vestigation.

Journal: Investigate
The ‘Runaway Ally’ Scenario

The possibility that a powerful Arab terror network, suchU.S.-Based Cabal
as that headed by Osama bin Laden, was involved in the Sept.
11 attacks, I&P points out, if true, would be the “most extreme

An independent Israeli-Palestinian journal has published an example of Third World despair” in the face of the ravages of
what is seen as a U.S.-led policy of globalization—a policyanalysis of the Sept. 11 attacks on the United States, pointing

to a strong possibility of conspiracy internal to the United which has led to genocidal levels of death and destruction
throughout the Third World which have gone virtually unno-States. The publication, I&P—Israel & Palestine Strategic

Update, edited by Israeli peace activist Maxim Ghilan, brings ticed.
Nonetheless, I&P points out, the thorough penetrationtogether pro-peace Israeli and Palestinian authors and politi-

cal activists. The publication also calls for an “independent and manipulation of many of these groups by Western and
other state intelligence services, casts serious doubt on theinvestigation of the possibility of domestic-initiated ter-

rorism.” possibility that such groups initiated such an attack, despite
whatever role they may have played in carrying it out.Written within two days of the attacks, I&P put forward

three possible conspiracies, which are not necessarily mutu- Going into more depth about why the possibility of a
“runaway ally,” particularly such as Israel, should not be dis-ally exclusive, and in fact could include elements of all three.

The first would include “Arab terrorists, maybe abetted missed, I&P points out how, in the 1950s, Israeli agents tried
to bomb the U.S. Embassy in Cairo in order to discredit theby an anti-American Arab state, such as Iraq or Afghanistan.”

The second could involve a “pro-American provocateur- regime of Gamal Abdel Nasser. During the 1967 war, Israeli
warplanes sank the USS Liberty in the eastern Mediterranean,state, such as Israel, which would wish to drag America and

all the world into an anti-Muslim crusade.” The third could which was monitoring Israeli broadcasts and radio communi-
cations, and there is the case of Jonathan Pollard, an Americaninvolve “a domestic American right-wing cabal of politicians

and military men, maybe using fanatics—whether white mili- convicted of spying for Israel.
The motivating factor would be the failure of the Bushtiamen or Arabs.

“Such a bunch would have the automatic sympathy of Administration to fully back Sharon’s policies, “including his
wish to kill Arafat and dismantle the [Palestinian] Authority.wider circles inside the Bush Administration, who want to

change priorities. Their own agenda includes abolition of the This could have led to a decision by Israeli “extremists” to do
something “to draft the U.S.—forcing Washington to adoptU.S.-Russian missile ban, a shift of national (and budget)

priorities from domestic and social needs to security, i.e., re- Israel’s concept of a global war against terror and a war
against Iraq, Syria, Iran, Pakistan, and Afghanistan. . . .pression.

“Such a hypothetical group of powerful American con- “The allies of Israeli extremism exist, both inside the U.S.
Christian fundamentalist camp and in the power structure inspirators could be found among the Southern, Christian fund-

amentalists. Their Protestant wing is now part and parcel of Washington and Wall Street. The runaway ally scenario is,
therefore, a very plausible one.”the Bush Administration. They are powerful in Congress. . . .

Their Catholic fundamentalist counterpart is no less powerful
inside Washington’s Beltway, in the CIA, the FBI, and DEA ‘A Virtual Takeover’ In The United States

Citing the bombing of the Murrah Federal Building in[Drug Enforcement Administration], or in finances. As for
the outer fringe of affluent and extremist Zionists, including Oklahoma City as a precedent, I&P points to a group internal

to the United States as a crucial area of investigation. Eventhose Jewish money-men who support [Israeli Prime Minis-
ter] Ariel Sharon, they too must be considered suspect. In senior Israeli military officials suspect the internal American

angle as a real possibility. I&P quotes remarks by formerfact, if such a conspiracy exists, it would almost obligatorily
be linked to the most extreme, fanatic minority inside Israel’s Israeli Air Force commander Ben Eliahu on Israeli TV 2 that,

in his “professional view, the pilots must have been American,army and secret service establishment which entertain cordial
relations with their Christian counterparts in the U.S. This not foreign, given their technical style.” More broadly, I&P

points to elements in the United States which want a dramaticalliance ran a radio station in occupied southern Lebanon that
now broadcasts from northern Galilee.” change in the agenda of the Bush Administration, with or
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without President Bush:
“After the Republicans successfully ‘won’ the Presi-

dency, in the wake of Florida’s controversial elections, ex-
tremists in the new administration have become increasingly
disappointed with the new President’s failure to show leader- For Many Arabs, LaRouche
ship or to adopt violent action. . . . A relatively small number
of individuals in the military-industrial complex and on its Is U.S. Voice Of Reason
fringe have found themselves increasingly losing influence on
the Presidency. They are also furious at Bush’s ‘weaknesses.’ by Hussein Al-Nadeem
The new War on Terrorism will grant these networks unex-
pected decision-power and juicy budgets. The faltering U.S.

From the very first hours that followed the murderous attackseconomy will profit, unemployment will fall.
“Military-linked industries will increase production. . . . on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon on Sept. 11,

Arabic news outlets and newspapers were waiting to hearFunds for secret services and for the Pentagon will be gener-
ously handed out. Frantic ‘hit ’em advisers’ and a war-loving what “The American” Lyndon LaRouche had to say about

the attacks. Arab journalists and observers, who were shockedspecialist as Paul Wolfowitz, will see their influence increase,
ultra-conservative and fundamentalist think-tanks and other by the attack and, at the same time, disgusted by the lying

“clash of civilizations” propaganda served up by Cable Newsnasty side shows of the right will prosper. So will the Zion-
ist lobby. Network (CNN) and its like among American and British

mass brainwashing media, were waiting for the “American“Public opionion, fuelled by horror and national shame
and anger at the perpetrators, will support these forces and voice of reason” to comment.

LaRouche’s statements to American and other radio sta-increase the Christian fundamentalist influence. Xenophobia
will grow as will white supremacist militias in backward ar- tions on the subject were rapidly translated for publication

in Arabic media. Arabic newspapers and web-based newseas. Anti-Arab feeling will spread Zionism’s theses. Inside
the U.S. and in the world, repression and authoritarianism services, including Al-Arab International, Middle East On-

line, and Islam Online, published LaRouche’s statements onwill increase hugely.”
their front pages. On Sept. 14-15, Al-Arab published parts of
LaRouche’s interviews highlighting the fact that “the inten-‘Independent’ Investigation Needed

I&P then calls for the formation of “an independent inves- tion behind this operation is to drive the U.S. into a war against
the Arab and Muslim world in a ‘clash of civilizations.’ ”tigation of the possibility of domestic-initiated terrorism”

(emphasis in the original). The call states: “Independent and LaRouche was regarded as the only American statesman who
had the ability to respond with calm and wisdom to theseofficial researchers would do well to start by asking them-

selves which American pilots might conceivably have partici- horrifying events.
To promote the true American tradition of statecraft, aspated in the hijackings. Lists of Gulf War veterans linked to

the militias should be particularly looked at. represented by LaRouche today, an Arabic website for the
LaRouche political movement and EIR was established dur-“The investigators [must] ask themselves the classic ques-

tion: Who profits from the crime?” ing the same week as the attack, to provide Arabic readers
with the antidote to the “clash of civilizations,” and to uniteThe publication calls for investigating government, politi-

cal, industrial, banking, and secret service circles for traces Muslims, Christians, Jews, and others in the fight against this
alien evil.of a possible conspiracy. Also, individuals with links to mili-

tias and Arab terrorists. “The most rabid ultra-Zionists should
also be investigated. Help should be obtained from lucid, A Stark Contrast

At the same time, the contrast was becoming clear be-sane, Israeli and Zionist circles as well as from army and
intelligence officials inside the U.S. Establishment, from all tween the moral stand taken by LaRouche to avoid a cata-

strophic reaction by the United States against innocent nationsthose in America and elsewhere who stand opposed to a right-
wing takeover of the United States. in the Muslim world, and those who were raving about re-

venge. Of course, many people around the world were already“To conclude this first analytical response to the terror
attack on the American people. The truth must be revealed, becoming suspicious about the repeated CNN broadcast of

an incident where a few Palestinians were shown allegedlyentirely, fully. Nobody should be immune to investigation.
The real culprits must be identified and removed. And when celebrating the Sept. 11 attacks—which proved to be a hoax.

Similarly, the British Sky News television network had broad-this is done, the U.S., together with the rest of the Western
world, must rethink its politics of global development, and cast shots from Libya’s Sept. 1 National Day celebrations,

claiming that this was the Libyan people’s reaction to thewage a war far more important than the one against terror: a
war against the causes of global despair.” U.S. attacks.
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